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Application errors 
Provider is not registered on local machine 
When the following error is displayed: 

 

It means that the application cannot run because this is a 32 bit application and the IIS does not enable it. 

In order to solve it, it’s most recommended to run the Wizard (See Wizard), which will enable 32 bit 
applications. 
 
Another way to update the settings is by activating: 

- IIS Manager->Sites->Sentinel->Basic Settings-> Check which Application Pool is used as follows: 
 

 
 

- IIS Manager->Application Pools-> select the above Application Pool ->Advanced Settings-> 
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Enable 32-bit Applications = True: 
 

 
 
The same error can be displayed when activating QR Code: 

 

In QRC settings in IIS - Application pool should be ASP.NET v4.0 Classic witch is configured with “Enable 32-bit 
application” is enabled. 

Cannot resolve the collation conflict 
When the following error is displayed: 
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It means that in SQL table/s there are fields with different collation that the DB defaults. 
Each query that attempts to compare between fields of different collations will cause a conflict. 
 
In the above error, a table field which was defined with different than the DB default collation was Union-ed with 
another table fields defined in default collation. 
  
The field’s collation should be corrected to be the DB default collation as follows: 
 

 
  

No value was given for one or more required parameters 
 
When the following error "No value was given for one or more required parameters" is displayed: 
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it means that the application cannot run because at least one parameter is missing. 
For example, the error can occur after incomplete installation. 
In order to solve it, it’s most recommended to run the Wizard (See solution Run Wizard), which corrects/add all 
required parameters. 
If the error is displayed after upgrade customer's version, and the problem is in the DB, the following should be 
done: 
1. Stop Sentinel service. 
2. Run Wizard or run UpdateTbl.exe 
3. Restart the service 

Could not use "; file already in use / Record is deleted 
The on opening Sentinel web one of the errors (See attached files MBD_Is_Busy, 
OpenAccessFailed) is displayed: 
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it's usually because of Access DB limitations.  
When there are too many accesses to the MDB DB, it can be corrupted. 
 
 
The solution is to create SQL DB, transfere all info from the Access to the new SQL and to 
connect Sentinel to SQL DB. 

The system cannot find the file specified 
The error message (panhandled exception) is displayed on attempt to: 
Devices -> Add Printer / Edit Printer. 
 
The application fails on Get_InstalledPrinters (): 
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In order to correct it, the application pool which runs Sentinel should be defined as "LocalSystem", which enables 
more permission.  

Activate: 
IIS -> [Sever name] ->Sites ->Default Web Site -> Sentinel -> Basic Settings -> Get the Application Pool name 
IIS->Application Pools -> Select the above Application Pool ->Advanced Settings-> In Process Model: 
Identity = 'LocalSystem' as follows: 
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You are not authorized to view this page due to invalid authentication headers 
When the error message is displayed: 

 

It usually means that anonymous authentication is not defined properly. 

In order to correct it do the following: 
1. In IIS select Sites ->Sentinel 

2. For selected site, in IIS home page select Authentication as follows: 
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3. Select Anonymous Authentication and press 'Enable' as follows:

 

4. Enter Sentinel. 

Unrecognized database format 
C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\App_Data\Sentinel.mdb 

 

When the error message is displayed it means that the Access DB was corrupted. 
Just enter the DB (According to the mentioned path), click on it and 'Recover'. 

On Sentinel opening, error message "SERVER ERROR 500.19" is displayed 
It looks like WSUS is enabled. Let's try running the following command line to disable an HTTP compression feature 
used by WSUS. You will need to run it from a command prompt with elevated privileges (run as Administrator).  
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/httpCompression /-
[name='xpress']  
 
Another thing to try after you run that command is to make an adjustment to the SentryFileAppPool: 
1) Open IIS and click on Application Pools  
2) Locate and right-click on the AppPool serving the SentryFile application (default is "SentryFileAppPool") and 
choose "Properties"  
3) Locate "Load User Profile" under the "Process Model" and set it to "True".  
4) Restart the Application Pool (in the Actions Pane on the right-hand side of the screen).  
5) Test SentryFile 
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Could not load type 'System.Service.Activation.HttpModule' from assembly 
'System.ServiceModel........ 
When the following error is displayed, it means that something is wrong with ASP.NET 

 

On googling for the error: 
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh169179%28v=nav.90%29.aspx 
........ 
This error can occur when there are multiple versions of the .NET Framework on the computer that is running IIS, 
and IIS was installed after .NET Framework 4.0 or before the Service Model in Windows Communication 
Foundation was registered. 
....... 
Resolution: 
For Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008, use the ASP.NET IIS Registration Tool (aspnet_regiis.exe,) to register the 
correct version of ASP.NET.  
…….. 
To register the correct version of ASP.NET 

1. On the computer that is running Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web Server components, open a command 
prompt as an administrator as follows: 

1. From the Start menu, choose All Programs, and then choose Accessories. 
2. Right-click Command Prompt, and then choose Run as administrator. 

2. At the command prompt, type the following command to change to the 
Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319 folder, and then press Enter 

             cd\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319 
3. At the command prompt, type the following command, and then press Enter         

       aspnet_regiis.exe -iru 
        4.    At the command prompt, type the following command, and then press Enter 
       iisreset  
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Configuration Error 

 

When this error is displayed the following should be checked: 
1. In IIS:  
    "Windows Authentication" - Enabled. 
     All others - Disabled. 
2. Check if Customer installed the web application in port different from 8080. 
    If so, the shortcut from the upgrade is default to be in 8080. 
    The shortcut should be deleted and be built manually. 

Cannot open Database [Name] requested by the login 
When the following error is displayed, it means that connection to the Sentinel DB failed: 

 

Connection String to the DB should be check manually – The Connection String from Registry will be checked in 
order to detect the connection error. 
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Object reference not set to an instance of an object 
When the following error is displayed, it means that there’s a problem in DB Table’s record: 

 

The error occurs when there's an attempt to edit a record, and a field that should have a value is empty.  
Correction is done in the DB itself. 
 
 
Another reason for that message is if access to C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\web.config file is denied: 
 

 
 
 
In that case it's commandeered to check permissions to that specific folder or to its parent folder/s. 
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RPC Server Unavailable 
The following message was displayed on browsing to Devices page: 

 

 

 
The meaning is that the spooler is down and should be up again- Print Spooler server should be started. 
 

Web application is not opened - Port 8081 is occupied 
Sometimes the web application is not opened after installation, and the reason for it is that the default port for the web 
application - 8081 - is occupied by another process. 
 
1. Checking opened ports: 
    Activate command line: 

 netstat -aon|find ":80"|find "LISTENING" 
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    If port 8081 is occupied by another process (Not Sentinel), the Sentinel port should be changed 
 
2. Change port: 
    - In IIS select     [Server Name] -> Sites ->Default Web Sites -> Binding 
    - Select http ->Edit 
    - Change port number (For example: 8089) , approve ("OK", and "Close") 
      You can see that the in Manage Application -> Browse Application -> Browse port was changed   
    - Check port change: 
      In IIS select     [Server Name] -> Sites ->Default Web Sites ->Sentinel 
      Select Manage Application ->Browse - The site will be opened in the new port correctly 
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No data exist for row/column 
Customer attempted to define User as Support User and got the following  error message: 
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The reason is that something is missing in the DB -  
In Settings Table the Setting 'Admin' is missing. 
In order to check and update: 
1. Check if Setting exists: 
USE [DB name] 
SELECT * FROM [Settings] WHERE Setting = 'Admin' 
2. If setting is missing - It should be added: 
USE [DB name] 
INSERT INTO [Settings] ([Setting],[Value]) VALUES ('Admin','0') 
3. Query No. 1 should be re-run for check the existence of the Setting.  
  

Request Timed Out 
When the following message is displayed, it means that there's not enough time for the requested operation - For 
example: Export big Report to EXCEL: 
 

 
 
Timeout is increased as follows: 
In C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\Web.config 
 
The value of ExecutionTimeput can be change from default value .of 12000 to, for instance:  
<system.web> 
      <httpRuntime maxRequestLength="2097151" executionTimeout="12000" /> 
</system.web> 
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Input string was not in correct format 
 

When the following error  
 

 
 
 
is displayed on User editing, it means that something was damaged for that user in Users Table in DB.)  
he value of User Type for that user in DB Users Table is NULL, instead of correct value (0 for Standard, 1 for 
Admin.....) 
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Invalid Object/Column Name 
When the following error is displayed it might be because the DB collision is in correct. 

For example – For Table name: 
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For example – For Column name 

  

 

The collision should include CI (Case Insensitive) instead of CS Case Sensitive). 

If the collision is incorrect, it can be updated by query. 

For SQL, for example, the query is as follows: 

use Sentinel 
ALTER DATABASE [Sentinel]  SET SINGLE_USER WITH ROLLBACK IMMEDIATE 
GO 
ALTER DATABASE [Sentinel] COLLATE Hebrew_CI_AS 
GO 
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ALTER DATABASE [Sentinel]  SET MULTI_USER 
GO 
 

Configuration Error 
When the following error message "Configuration Error" is displayed  
 

 
 
it means that the web application is not activated. 
 
In order to activate: 
IIS->...-> Sites -> Default Sites ->Sentinel -> Right click -> Convert to Application as follows: 
 

  

Controllers 
Controller Definitions 
Sentinel Controller should be connected to the server, e.g., the IPs of both the controller and the server should be 
checked. 
Server IP is accepted by Start -> cmd -> “ipconfig” as follows: 
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If Server IP in Sentinel controller settings is not identical to the above, it should be re-configured on the controller 
itself. 
Verification that the controller is connected is done by activating Start -> All programs ->Sentinel ->External Device 
Manager as follows: 
 

 
 
On External Device Manager GUI the controller should be displayed with same IP. It’s recommended to press 
‘Refresh’: 

 
 
Sometimes controller IP is on another VLAN and External Device Manager cannot find it. In that case the IP should 
be entered manually: 
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When the controller is selected, all its settings should be displayed correctly as follows: 

 
 
Another way to verify if the controller is connected to the server is on the same GUI, for selected controller, is to 
activate Advanced -> Beep. 

 
The controller should beep. 
 
When there’s no communication between the controller and the server, or even if the controller sends messages 

but the server doesn’t reply, it’s recommended to check controller’s IP. Activating ‘ping’ (See section Logical 
Connection) duplicated IPs can be detected. 
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Sometime assigning a new free IP to the controller can help. 
 
It's also recommended to check of port 7001 is not blocked from both directions. 
 
Attention 
External controller cannot be assigned for specific Site. Doing it will cause the following errors: 
1. Time is not displayed on controller ("00:00"). 
2. Controller restarts very often. 
 

Old controllers (TIBO) communication with server 
Old controllers (TIBO) can accept communication from IP in one of the following: 
1. According to IP - Comm. with the server IP which last contacted the controller 
2. IP matching definition - Comm. will be to server IP defined in controller.  
 
At customer the controllers were configured as 1st option ("According to IP"). In addition, the controllers were 
defined both in old server and in new server ==> They replied each time to the server contacting to them. That's 
why sometimes it took a long time to respond.  
 
Solution: 
Remove old controllers from “Devices" in old server 
      or 
Define controller comm. only to the server IP configured in them: 

In old DS Manager: Auto Discovery -> Connections ->  
Accept connection from connection mode = "IP matching destination IP address" 

 

System Events: ComTCP not responding to SNTMON UDP message 
When error "ComTCP not responding to SNTMON UDP message' is displayed in History->System Events, 
reappearing every 1 min., it means that server IP address cannot be found by controller/s. 
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Each 1 min. the controller checks communication to the server (Sends UPD message), but the server, e.g., engine 
ComTCP, does not respond, because server IP address was not found. 
Communication is done via ports 7002 & 7003. 
 
Updating server IP 
In Settings -> Behavior -> Monitor -> The Sentinel Server IP should be updated.  
The value 'IPAddress' in C:\Sentinel\service.ini in [Settings] section will also be updated:

 

Jobs list does not support Hebrew names 
When Jobs list with Hebrew names is displayed in Gibberish ("???????...."), the following should be done: 
On Server ->Control Panel -> Region and Language -> Administrative -> Change System Local.... -> Should be 
"Hebrew": 
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Controller "Freeze" 
Sometimes the controller seems to "freeze", e.g., to be stuck when user presses something, and goes back to 
normal work after timeout.  
(Usually the users restart the controller, which of course causes the controller to work again). 
 
The problem is usually caused by POE (Power Over Ethernet) defined in the organization. 
The solution is to remove the definition from the points, where the controllers are connected to. 
 
If the problem is not solved, the result may be because of problem in the touch screen. 
In order to check it do the following: 
1. For MFP printers: 
    On selection screen 'Print"/"Copy"/"Exit" - Select "Exit". 
    If the controller is still stuck, the problem is not in communication with the server. 
    (On "Exit" there's no connection to the server. The controllers just returns to previous screen).  
2. Both for SFP and MFP printers: 
    - For MFP - Define the printer AS "Print" (only) 
    - Edit User and define print option = "Last Document" 
    - Send a job to print 
    - Pass your card. 
    If the job is printed correctly, the problem is not because of communication, but with the touch. General 

RFID Types 
Controller reader can be: 
- EM Rossler 
- Synel 
 
Synel RFID can be connected in two ways: 
- Synel - Synel 
- Synel - Standard 
 
Synel reader are not in the market any more, but EM Rossler FRID can be used as Synel. 
 
The usage is defined in: 
Devices->Edit External Device -> RFID Type as follows: 
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Change/Remove time restriction on Copy 
When the organization has many copies and users do not wish to be restricted, the Copy time can by locked 
 
In order to change time restrictions do as follows: 

For all relevant printers in their profile:   
Devices->Profile->Copy Timeout = The required time. 
 

 
 
In order to remove time restrictions do as follows: 
1. In SNTMnagaer: Select the controller -> Debug -> Reset button in Copy mode = 'Freeze'  

 
2. On controller: When Copy screen is opened with all Copy parameters, Press on "Lock Timer". The Copy will be 
unlimited  

 

Controllers connection cable to the net 
The controller connection cable to the net should not be CAT C. Not only the controller will not work, but the printer 
might be disconnected also. 
 
The controller should be connected with net cable 5E. 
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Light controller 
Light controller is a more compact controller, which enables print only with Print Option = "Print all".  
The controller has no touch screen but only the processor itself, and USB card reader is attached for authentication.  
 

 
 
Configuration is done by: 
- Store proper SNTManager version 1.0.0.50 on workstation. 
  (This version can be activated from workstation, and does not need the server). 
- Connect the light controller to the station 
- Activate SNTmanager, configure Device IP only and save 
- Configure all other parameters (Server IP, Netmask, Gateway) and save 
 

Controller does not respond correctly 
Sometimes the controller seems to work improperly.  
1. Message "Send to server, please wait" is displayed until "Pass card..." is re-displayed 
    Solution: 
    It is commandeered to check the following: 
    - Permanent 'ping' command line: 'ping [controller IP] -t', to check it there are problems on the net. 
    - disconnect the controller and re-check via 'ping'. If there's respond ==> it's a case of IP conflict, e.g., 
         another device has     the same IP as the controller 
    - Check controller parameters via SNTManager: 
      * Device IP 
      * Device Port/Server Port - Default is 7001 (Or the value changed by the administrator). Both should be 
   the same value  
      * NetMask 
      * GetWay 
      * Server IP 
      * DHCP = false (To prevent broadcasting) 
2. Message does not reflect the actual situation: "No jobs for...." when there are jobs 
      Solution: 
      The reason can be one of the two: 
      - User sent job IN B/W and the printer is of type Color, or vice versa. 
         In that case the printer should be configured to support both types as follows: 
 

 
 
      - The Print Processor of the virtual printer is not "Sentinel", and that's why the jobs are not sent. 
        All printers in Sentinel should have Print Processor = Sentinel     
3. "Printing job..." when no job is printed. 
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     Solution: 
     Check if the job is displayed in History->History. 
     If so - The server has released the jobs, and it seems like problem in the printer itself. 
 

Keypad usage is restricted 

 

If User tries to authenticate, and error message “Keypad usage is restricted” (See attached 
file UserKeypadRelease_1) is displayed on the controller, the reason can be that the User Type was damaged in the 
DB. 
It can be checked as follows by entering page History->SystemEvents (See attached file UserKeypadRelease_2) 
It seems that the value of KeypadRelease for that user is NULL instead of 2 
 

 
 
 

General 
System Events 
Sentinel keeps a log of system events, which can be viewed in Sentinel GUI, by Selecting History -> System Events: 
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In general, most problems can be analyzed due to System Event Info. 
 
In case none of the user’s operations is displayed on System Events list, it’s a symptom of another error type (DBs 
incompatibility, etc.). 
 

Log file 
In order to debug the system when supporting a customer, it's recommended to activate writing to log file and 
debug mode. 
  
This is done by change in C:\Sentinel\Service.ini, in [Settings] section: 
1. Flag "WriteToLogFile" is changed from '0' to '1' (ComTCP log, Touch log, ...). 
2. For more info., Flag "DebugMode" is changed from '0' to '1' (SendReceive log, ...) and search for: 
"RECEVIED= 53 4e 54 30 31 20 49 44 32 20". The read value is after this string.  
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Attention: 
Don't forget to reset the above flag after problem is solved ! 

Problems in DB 
When there are problems in DB it's recommended to use C:\Sentinel\UpdateTbl. 
The .exe updates the DB as follows: 
* Create all DB tables, which are not in DB 
* Add all new version fields and updates. 
 
If SQL Table is corrupted (For example, info. was moved from Access DB to SQL DB and Keys were not moved 
correctly), it's recommended to copy it to temporary Table with different name, delete it, run UpdateTbl, and then 
copy all info from temporary Table. 
 
When Access DB is corrupted a suitable message is displayed on web GUI. In order to repair the DB double-click on 
the DB file and it will be "Repaired”. 
| 

Correct IPs 
It's always recommended to verify all IP addresses. Sometimes customer configuration was incorrect and details 
should be verified. 
 
When configuration new External Device, the 1st IP should be the controller IP, and the 2nd IP should the printer's.  
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When configuring functionality involving Email server (ScanDirect, Mail2Print), the Sentinel server IP address 
should be entered. 
 

 
 
License Expired  
License is given per installation, and is depended on customers entered values during installation and server 
definitions. 
Default values are: License for 60 days for 20 Devices. 
 
Attention 
If the server is restarted, or hardware changes are made on it, the message "LICENSE EXPIRED" can be displayed. 
In that case no new license is needed - Sentinel Service should be restarted. 
 
When customer accepts the notification of "LICENSE EXPIRED", both on controller panel and in History->System 
Events on web GUI, he/she has to call us in order to generate a new license. 
 
This of course depends if customer's service agreement is still valid, and that the details are agreed about with 
us. 
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Generating new license: 
1. In web GUI->Settings->License, copy current license code  
 

 
 
2. Send the current value to us by mail. 
     You will get a new value from us by mail.  
3. In web GUI->Settings->License, enter new license code into relevant TextBox and press "License Now". 
 

 
New license will be set. 
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Incorrect License 
It may occur that customer has "corrupted" the license. There was installation on "old" server and installation on 
"new" server.  
By mistake customer copied the "old" license to the "new" installation. 
Because the license is deepened on the server - This is of course incorrect operation ! 
 
In order to correct it: 
1. In DB License Table - The line of License should be deleted  
2. Application C:\Sentinel\CheckLicense should be activated 
3. New license will be generated according to the above. 

Add Permissions 
Sometimes the reason for operations which are not performed is lack of permission/s. 
In that case permission should be added to the item involved. 
Right-Click on the item -> 'Permissions' ->  
                                   Window with all permissions is opened -> 'Add' ->  
                                   Adding window is opened -> Enter 'Everyone' and fill-in the required permissions -> 'OK'. 
The new permission is displayed. 
 
Examples: 
1. Scan is not performed - The sub-folder under C:\Sentinel\Queue has no permissions, so the scanned file cannot 
be stored.  
 

 
 
2. A group of users cannot print - Software is blocked for them, e.g., no permission. 
    In that case, in Registry -> HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -> software the following should be updated: 
     - Sentinel  
     - Waw6432node  
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ScanDirect configuration “Connection Failed" - Account is blocked 
When configuring ScanDirect with mailing server details, "Test Connection “should be performed. 
If connection fails for valid account, it can be blocked according to account security definitions.  
For example: 
Mailing server is gmail, and valid account results with 'Connected Failed", update security definitions as follows: 
https://www.google.com/settings/security/lesssecureapps - Mark "Turn On" option (Which means that 
applications can enter the account). 
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1  

 

Open SQL Block 
Connection to SQL DB can fail (For example: Activating APClient, Test Connection on installation/Running Wizard, 
etc.) 
In order to "open" the DB for connection the following operation should be done: 
 
From SQL server select: 
Configuration Tools -> Configuration Manager: 

 
 
1. Browser should run automatically and should 'Start': 
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2. Client Protocols should be 'Enabled': 

 

Synchronization with AD for more than one Domain 
In order to sync. users who are defined in several domains the following should be done: 
 
1. File ADGetUserPr.exe should be copied to C:\Sentinel. 
2. AD sync. will be updated - All domains will be entered to 'Domain Name', separated by ";" as follows: 
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When any user who is defined in one of the configured domains  will send job to print - The user will be added to 
Users Table. 

When any user who is defined in one of the configured domains will send job to print - The user will be added to 
Users Table. 
 
Domains with different parameters 
When customer has more than one Domain, but Domain parameters are different (AD user & Password, ID field 
name), there's an addition to the system, which includes two .exe files (ADGetFullListUsers.exe, ADGetUserPr.exe) 
and one .ini file (ADGetUserPr.ini) for configuration. 

The .ini file should be configured as follows: 
In [Domain] section: 

     NumberOfDomains = # of customer Domains for AD sync.  
 

For each Domain  
New section will be added for each Domain. 

    All required parameters, which are defined in AD sync. on web GUI, will be added. 
 
 For example, the 1st Domain section will be: 

[Domain1] 
Domain=TestDom 
User=administrator 
Password=1234 
ADCardCodeKey=Pager 

 
When the web GUI is configured as follows: 
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Attention: 
AD Sync. configuration in web GUI, including the 1st Domain definitions, is not changed, but the .ini file must 
include this configuration of the 1st Domain (Domain1)   

  

Open Port on server 
When client communicated to Sentinel on the server is not working, the connection should be checked by 
activating from workstation cmd:           "telnet [Server IP] [Port No.]"  
(For example: 'telnet 192.168.4.236  1690') 
 
If there's no reaction, the port should be opened on server as follows: 

• Windows Firewall and Advanced Security-> Inbound Rules -> New Rule: 
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• Select "Port" and press 'Next": 

 
 

• Enter Port No. and press "Next": 

 
 
• If nor marked, "Allow" the connection and press "Next": 

  
• Name the rule and verify. 
• Define new rule for Windows Firewall and Advanced Security-> Outbound Rules also. 
• Check by re-activating "telnet" for workstation. 
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Duplicate copies when printing EXCEL - HP Universal Printing PCL6 Driver  

HP Driver "HP Universal Printing PCL6" should not be used with version 61.180.1.20062 
The correct version of HP Universal Printing PCL6 is previous version 61.180.1.17508 

 

The problem caused duplicate copies when printing Excel file with "Collate copies" option. 
For example, if 1 page was sent with 3 copies - 4 copies were printed (Square value of No. of pages). 
When using regular "Copies" - Number of copies was correct.  
 
HP Universal Printing PCL6 version 61.180.1.20062 includes bugs and is not recommended by HP company for 
usage. Instead, version 61.180.1.17508 should be used. 

Slow Performance 
Slow performance, e.g., the time until job is actually printed is too long, usually occurs because of communication 
problems. 
 
Communication between the workstation printer and the server will be checked by activating Start -> cmd -> 
“ping” to server IP as follows: 

 
 

Auto Synchronization to AD LDAP 
Rather than having to manually enter information for each user, you can easily synchronize with existing 
information.  This is particularly useful as many organizations maintain detailed user information in their Windows 
AD. 
For most activities, synchronization is one way — from the LDAP to User Table Sentinel DB. 
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Configuration process: 
 

 
 
At first AD access is updated (Domain name, Ad user & password). 
Than sync. mode and activation are defined: 
1. Sync. can be done by addition of specific ID values stored in specific LDAP Field. 
    In that case the name of LDAP attribute in AD should be entered. 
 
    For example, Fields’ names displayed on LDAP GUI are not always the LDAP real attributes’ names: 

 
    
2. Users will be added with generated random personal codes. 
    In that case ID field name must be empty. 
 
Attention 
Users are added into the system once they print, e.g., when non-existing user send his/her first print, user and 
user’s details are added to Users Table in Sentinel DB.  
 

Specific definitions for one site in service.ini 
Sometimes there's a need to define specific values for one site, when the organization has many sites using the 
same DB. 
The DB in Settings cannot be changed, because this will affect all sites. 
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The solution is to update the site's file servcie.ini. 
Specific definitions are: 
 
1. In [Settings] section: 
    [Settings] 
    ....... 
    Scan2MeIncomingFolder=F:\Sentinel\PrivateQueue\Ftpmail    - Incoming Folder is changed 
   UseNewDeviceSelectAction=1                                                  - When Print Option = "Select by Keypad", 
                                                                                                                     operation is faster 
2. New section [CardReader]: 
   [CardReader]                                                                      - Change Card Reader definitions for current site 
only 
   UseCardReaderSettingFromLocal=1                  - Enable the section to work 
   GetFullHID=0                                                - Get whole read value - for HID only 
   ReadCharFromCardRight =0                            - Read Char From Card - Right  
   ReadCharsFromCardLeft =6                            - Read Char From Card - Left  
   ConvertDecToHex=0                                      - Convert Decimal To Hex  
   ConvertHexToDec=0                                      - Convert Hex To Decimal  
 
How to install Sentinel on secure (https) server 

1. On IIS Manager click on sites/Default Web Site. 
2. In the right side menu click on Binding. 
3. Add new site binding with https type and hostname: localhost, and choose IIS express SSL 

certificate. 
4. Find Url Rewrite on IIS under the project 

If you can’t find it, install it as the stepson of this site, and don't forget finally to update the Web.Config file in the 
project folder: 
http://www.jppinto.com/2010/03/automatically-redirect-http-requests-to-https-on-iis7-using-url-rewrite-2-0/ 
 

Sync. to AD's Organization Unit 
Sometimes the sync. to AD is needed for only several Groups of the Organization, included in the AD. 
 
In that case, in: 
Settings->Database->Auto Sync> Domain Name = Will include the domain name, the Organization Units defined 
upwards (e.g., from sub-group to upper group), and the Domain Controller name. 
 
For example: 
 
If the domain name is epapersign.com, and we wish to add all users in: 
 
epapersign.com 

Organization 
          Misgav 
   
The Domain Name in the configuration will be: 
epapersign/OU=Misgav,OU=Organization,DC=epapersign,DC=com 
 
When there are two sub-units under one OU, the syntax is as follows (Divided by ‘;’): 
……OU=Misgav;OU=Karmiel,OU=Organization…… 
 
 

http://www.jppinto.com/2010/03/automatically-redirect-http-requests-to-https-on-iis7-using-url-rewrite-2-0/
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Sync. to AD LDAP Groups 
When the customer wishes to sync. to LDAP Groups (Not Organization Units), all Groups must be defined first as 
Groups in Sentinel. 
 
After that, in: 
Settings->Darabase ->Auto Sync -> Use LDAP to get users.....: 
The check box "Use LDAP Groups" must be marked as follows: 

 
 
The system recognizes the LDAP Groups defined in Sentinel and sync. the users accordingly. 
 

Sync. To Secure LDAP 
When the customer wishes to sync. to Secure LDAP, e.g., to SLDAP, the following should be added to domain name: 
“:636” as follows: 
 

 
 

Multiple Servers / Sites 
Sentinel enables to install the system on multiple servers, all using the same DB. 
Each server installation will be done defining the server as "Site": 
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Attention 
The Site is not added to the DB automatically on installation. 
On first job sent from that Site - The Site will be added to the DB 
 
Handling all multiple server from one URL: 
In Settings->Behavior->Other->Cluster Name - Add all servers' names, separated by ';', and mark "Support 
Multiple Servers" 
 

 
 
On Add/Edit printer - The list of Printers will include all printers on all servers. 

Sync users to Default Profile 
When user is synchronized from AD (or from ext. SQL table), the Profile is defined by the value in Users table for 
Column ProfileID - It should be: 
DefaultValue or Binding = 0 
 
When the value is zero, the Profile for the user is Default Profile.  
If the value is not zero, the user will be added with the one of the Profiles in the UsersProfiles table. 
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Timeout error on server - Displayed on event log 
When event log displays "Closing TCP socket with local port 1690...." as follows: 
 

 
 
it means that MS update is needed. 
You should download update No. KB4338815, or install update No. KB488831 
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Installations 
Upgrade version for exiting customer 
When upgrading version for existing customer, there are two options (According to customer request): 
- Upgrading on same env. 
- Upgrading on new env.  
 
Attention 
There's no way to upgrade from version 2.x.x to version 3.x.x and up 
In that case a new installation will be performed and only DB will be "fixed". 
License issue should be checked/verified before installation. 
 
Upgrading on same env. 
1. The upgrade will affect two folders: 
    - C:\\sentinel 
    - C:\\inetab\\wwwroot\\Sentinel 
    These two folders must be Backed before installation. 

2. The DB should be backed up before installation: 
     For Access - The DB must be copied to different folder before installation. 
     For SQL - The DB must be backed up before installation 

3. When customer has special scripts / reports, the following folders must be backed up by copying them to 
different folder: 
     - Scripts:  Folder C:\Sentinel\Scripts  
     - Reports:  
                    Folders C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\CustomReports\Access  
                    Folder C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\CustomReports\ SQL  

4. Only then ‘Stop’ the Sentinel service (Doing that will stop all printing). 

5. Installation can be done by uninstall and install the new version, but sometimes the customer has special  
    definitions, which can be destroyed by the operation.  
    In that case it's recommended to copy ("'override") all relevant files to: 
    - C:\\sentinel 

6. Update DB: 

    When local (Access) DB is used, copy it to:   C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\App_Data  
     For SQL DB there's no such operation.  

7. Activate UpdateTbl.exe and 'Start’ the Sentinel service. 

8. If installation is done by copying files to the relevant folders - Copy all relevant files to   
     C:\\inetab\\wwwroot\\Sentinel 

8. Sometimes there are processes in use in IIS memory. In order to clear it, activate 'iisreset' (See solution Check 
IIS) 

9. Open the software, Refresh and check that everything is OK. If not - run Wizard and re-check 

All actions will be included in a batch file, which will be created on version release. All required files will be copied. 
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Upgrading on new env. 
This is almost like regular installation, but with special handling of customer's existing DB. 
1.  Devices: 
     All required devices (e.g., to be activated for pull printing) should be installed on the new server, including  
     drivers. (Same as for regular installation) 
 
 
2.  DB: 
     It's always recommended to check connection string to DB in old env. Registry in  
    1 
     in order to verify which DB is used (Local, e.g. Access / SQL). 
 

 
 
     For Access - The DB is saved on old server and will be copied to new server after installation. 
     For SQL - The DB must be backed up before installation 
    
3.  When customer has special scripts / reports, the following folders will be copied to new env. as well.  
     - Scripts:  Folder C:\Sentinel\Scripts from old server 
     - Reports:  
                    Folders C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\CustomReports\Access from old server 
                    Folder C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\CustomReports\ SQL from old server 
4.  Install new version from start (Regular installation).  
      
5.  When local (Access) DB is used, copy it to:   C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\App_Data  
     For SQL DB there's no such operation.  
 
6.  ‘Stop’ the Sentinel service, Activate UpdateTbl.exe and ‘Start’ the Sentinel service 
 
7. ‘Start’ the Sentinel service and Check for all ‘Settings’ configurations which need sever IP: 
    ScanDirect, Mail2Print, Behavior->Monitor.  
    In addition, update all external controller with the new server IP.  
 
8.  Open the software, Refresh and check that everything is OK. If not - run Wizard and re-check 

IIS Configuration before installation 
System Requirements include a retirement that IIS will be configured so that Sentinel will be able to work. 
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For server 2008/2012, configuration should be as follows: 
1.       Common HTTP -> Static Content - Selected. 
2.       Application Development - All its sub-options are selected. 
3.       Security -> Windows Authentication - Selected 
4.       IIS 6 Management Compatibility - All its sub-options are selected. 

 

 
 
If the server is a simple computer with IIS, IIS configuration is checked by: 
Control Panel -> Programs and Features -> Uninstall -> Turn Windows feature on/off. 

 

Install Sentinel for QR code 
The option to work with QR code, e.g., the user's ID/code value will be read via chip in the smartphone (replacing a 
controller) is built-in the Sentinel main installation. 
 
1. After installation, verify that “Mobile Print" is licensed: 
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2. On web application -> Devices - For each Device (printer) the unique QR code is displayed 

  

3. Press on the required QR code in order to produce it (Print on sticker, etc.)  

 

First activation: 
1. Make sure that the connection string of QR code application is correct: 
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    In C:\inetpub\wwwroot\bguardQRC\web.config check 'ConnectionString' value is correct, or correct it if needed.  

    

 

2. Start the application by entering your UserName and Password (ID value), as defined in Sentinel software. 

Error in Setup - "The Setup requires IIS 5.1 or higher....." 
Lap-Top was upgraded from Windows 7 to Windows 10. 
On installing Sentinel on the Lap-Top an error window was opened with message "The Setup requires IIS 5.1 or 
higher.....": 

 
 
The problem is in MicroSoft msi package, which is used for Sentinel Setup. 
The problem was found when running the Setup with log file as follows: 
msiexec /i "C:\MyPackage\Example.msi" /L*V "C:\log\example.log"  
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On installation there was check of IIS version with the condition:  
(IISMAJORVERSION >= "#5" AND IISMINORVERSION >= "#1") OR IISMAJORVERSION >= "#6" 
Although IIS version was as required in the condition (Version 10) - the condition failed.  
The condition was corrected in Setup .msi to  
(IISMAJORVERSION >= "#5" AND IISMINORVERSION >= "#1") OR IISMAJORVERSION >= "#6"  

OR IISMAJORVERSION >= "#10 

Error in setup - "Error occurred while installing system components...." 
The error occurred on installation of .NET 4 during Sentinel installation 

 

 
In that case .NET 4 will be installed separately and then Sentinel installation will be re-activated from start 

Error in Setup - "Some of all identity references could not be translated...."  
When this error is displayed during installation in means that no permission was given to folders: 

 
Installation can continue after pressing "OK" until it's finished. 
 
It's recommended to activate Wizard with TroubleShooting after the installation.   

Software was downgraded "automatically" 
If on pressing Sentinel shortcut (in order to open the application) - No web page is opened but "something" start 
running" ==> It means that one or more files was/were changed / deleted / renamed. 
In that case the .msi detect a change and re-install the application, e,g,. the last full version installation  
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Attention 
If the installed version before repair is not full version, but batch file of patch - The re-install will downgrade to the 
previous last full version installed. 
 
In that case all shortcuts should be removed and re-created.   

Problems after installation - Check IIS 
When there are problems entering the site after installation it's recommended to check IIS. 
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From Start->cmd: 
1. Activate:  iisreset   
    If there are error during uninstall. 
   The command cleans all processes remained in memory, and is much recommended to be used before upgrading  
     version via batch file.  
2. Activate: aspnet_regiis.exe -i 
    to synchronize between ASP.NET and IIS 

 

3. From explorer activate:  localhost 
    IIS should be displayed: 

 

4. When error "HTTP 401.1 - Unauthorized..." is displayed: 
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    It's recommended to check in IIS:  

Sentinel -> Manage application -> Browse, and also check it for other sites. 
 If no other site can be entered to, it might be ISS redirect problem. 

Installation failed at the beginning 
Sometimes when installation starts, right after "Install IIS" there's a screen with information that installation had an 
error and the process must be "Closed". 
 
The common reason for it is that IIS configuration is not suitable the System Requirements for the specific server 
type. 
In addition, command line "iisreset" might also help. 
 
- Check that C:\\inetpub\wwwroot exists and if there's p[permission to create folders under it.  
- In IIS check that 'Default Web Site' exists under 'Sites' 
   If not - Site named 'Default Web Site' should be created on path C:\inetpub\wwwroot 
 
Then the installation will be restarted. 
 

Sentinel application does not open after installation 
After installation the web application was not opened. 
 
"Error 500.19 - Internet server error" 
On attempt to open the web application via the shortcut, resulted with the above message 
  

 
 
It might be that the IIS wasn't built properly.  
Check that Sentinel folder is under C:\inetpub\wwwroot\. 
If not - Permission to create folder under C:\inetpub\wwwroot\ should be added. 
After that, re-installation should be done (After uninstalling the Sentinel, of course).  
 
"401- Unauthorized: Access is denied due to invalid credentials" 
On attempt to open the web application via the shortcut, resulted with the above message  
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Check configuration in: 
IIS-> [Server name] -> Sites -> Default Web Sites -> Sentinel ->Authentication  
 

 
 
If configuration is correct, or updating does not solve the error, it might be problem in the 
DNS. 
Try to open the web application via server IP, e.g., instead of 'localhost/Sentinel' from the 
server open via '[Server IP]/Sentinel. Create the shortcut on the server desktop 
accordingly.  
 

After installation the Sentinel is opened with IUSR user Account page 
If after installation the application is opened with user account page for user IUSR, the 
following IIS update is needed: 
 
IIS ->Server name] -> Sites -> Default Web Sites ->Sentinel->Select "Authentication" 
 
Make sure that: 
- Anonymous Authentication = Disabled 
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- Windows Authentication = Enabled 
 

 
 

Error in Setup "The cabinet file ..... required for this installation is corrupt..." 
When the error occurs during installation, it might be that the SETUP package is incomplete or files are 
missing/corrupted  
 

 
 
In that case the installation should be downloaded from legal Dropbox link, supplied by ePaper.  
 

Attention 

The package should always be complete, and stored on the server, where the installation will take place.  

Installation is "Stuck" before printers list window is displayed 
During installation, after the Wizard is closed, there a window including all installed printers for monitoring. Usually 
this window is closed and is not used during installation. 
 
If the window is not displayed and the following error is displayed, it means that PrintSpooler service is “Disabled”: 
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The service should be configured as Automatic and Started, in order for the installation to complete. 
 
After installation you must: 
* Run the Wizard with "TroubleShooting" in order to create all virtual path files in C:\Sentinel\Queue\Virtual 
* Create Sentinel Print Processor by running in C:\Sentinel\InsPrtPrc-Reg as follows: 
 

 
 
 - Run as administrator:  InsSntReg64.exe 
 - Run as administrator:  InsSntRegX86.exe 
 - Double click:   InsSntPrtProcs.exe 
 
 
Attention 
It's always recommended to enable PrintSpooler before installation.  
 

Installation failed when all IIS is configured correctly 
Sometimes the installation fails even when all IIS configuration is correct according to System Requirements. 
 
It might be that he IIS 'Default Web Sites' is curreputed. 
 
It should be checked that there's no sites under 'Default Web Sites'. In that case it should be deleted and re-built as 
follows 
IIS->Srver name->Sites->Right click: Add web Site...... 
 
Site Name = Default Web Sites 
Physical path = C:\inetpub\wwwroot 
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Check that Port = 80 
and press "OK": 
 

 
 
Restart the installation. 
 

Printers 
Printer definitions - General 
Each printer connected to Sentinel should be installed on the server (with its’ compatible driver).This should be 
verified.  
 
Attention 
If Sentinel is installed on server 2012: 
Microsoft driver will not be used - Only original drivers will be used. 
This is because on server 2012 Microsoft blocked RAW DATA, which is used by Sentinel 
 
For all other printer’s definitions, activate: 
Start -> Devices and Printers -> Select the required printer -> Printer properties. 

Print Processor 
Print Processor should be ‘Sentinel’. 
In order to check it, activate Advanced-> Print Processor 
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Attention 
When driver is replaced - Print processor is switched back to 'winprint' and should be updated to 'Sentinel'. 

Update/define Print processor = 'Sentinel' can also be done via the web application: 
Devices->Edit  [device] -> Press 'save'. 
The operation updates Print Processor to be 'Sentinel' 

Printer IP 
Printer IP is accepted by activating Ports from ‘Printer Properties’->Ports as follows:  

 
At first it’s recommended to check if the printer is connected and in working mode, and that there’s 
communication between the printer and the server. If no such communication exists, nothing will arrive to 
Sentinel. This will be checked by activating Start -> cmd -> "ping" to printer IP. 
  
The ‘ping’ reply indicates that the printer is connected to the server. Otherwise a timeout message will be 
displayed: 
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Printer Status 
Printer’s working mode will be checked by activating Start -> Devices and Printers -> Select the required printer -> 
See what’s printing: 
  

 
 
 
 When printer’s documents list is opened, check if the printer is ‘Paused’: 

 
If this is the case, the ‘Pause’ option should be canceled. 
 
Error statuses: 
Whenever the job, which was sent to print, does not reach the "Waiting Jobs" on the web application, the printer 
status should be checked. 
Printer status is displayed on See what's printing title. 
Whenever the status is an error one (offline, Door opened, etc.), the jobs are still displayed in the printer. 
In that case the error is in the printer itself, and the job has not entered Sentinel system. 
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Attention 
If Sentinel is installed on server 2012: 
Microsoft driver cannot work with Sentinel - Only original drivers can. 
This is because on server 2012 Microsoft blocked RAW DATA, which is used by Sentinel 
In that case the driver will be removed and an original driver will be installed instead. 

Logical Connection between Printer and Controller 
When a printer is connected to Sentinel, it has a logical connection to sentinel external controller. 
The IPs of both the printer and the controller should be identical to the logical definition. 

 
Printer IP is accepted by activating Ports from ‘Printer Properties’. 
For Sentinel controller IP see Controller Definitions. 

 

 
 

At first it’s recommended to check if the printer is connected and in working mode as follows: 
- Communication between the printer and the server. If no such communication exists, nothing will arrive 

to Sentinel.  This will be checked by activating Start -> cmd -> “ping” to printer IP as follows: 
 

 

The above ‘ping’ reply indicates that the printer is connected to the server. Otherwise a timeout message 
will be displayed.  

- Printer’s working mode will be checked by activating Start -> Devices and Printers -> Select the required 
printer -> See what’s printing: 

-  
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When printer’s documents list is opened, check if the printer is ‘Paused’ as follows: 
 

 
 
 If this is the case, the ‘Pause’ option should be canceled. 
 
Now the logical connection to the Sentinel can be checked.  
The logical connection should be displayed as follows: 

 

 
For verification, it’s recommended to print Test Page by activating General -> Print Test Page from ‘Printer 
Properties’. 
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The job should be added to the list of Waiting Jobs displayed on Sentinel GUI -> History -> Waiting Jobs as follows: 
 

 
 
 

Attention 
It is possible that jobs will not be displayed on Waiting Jobs list but instead will be printed automatically. 
This is a legal printing option, and it can be defined on purpose.  
The problem is when no such intention to push printing is required and jobs are printed automatically.  
In that case ‘Push printing’ option should be checked and corrected if needed.  
The attribute ‘Enable Push Printing’ is defined in user profile. It can also overridden by definition for specific user.  
(See section Push Printing below). 

Check Printer Behavior  
In order to check if the printer itself is working correctly, do the follows: 

- “Disconnect” the printer from Sentinel by change Print Processor from ‘Sentinel’ to ‘winprint’ 
(default). 

- View ‘See what’s printing’ (See section Logical Connection above). 
- Print Test Page – The print should be displayed on printing list and then be printed. 

It’s recommended to Pause Printer before and after doing this stage in order to view print jobs list 
more accurately. 

- When this is not the case, the problem is in printer behavior. In that case printer should be fixed, and 
Test Page will be printed afterwards. 

Attention 
If printer is ‘Paused’, the ‘Pause’ option should be canceled. 
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If printer is OK, update Print Processor to ‘Sentinel’, in order to reconnect the printer to Sentinel. 

Attention 
If Sentinel is installed on server 2012: 
Microsoft driver cannot work with Sentinel - Only original drivers can. 
This is because on server 2012 Microsoft blocked RAW DATA, which is used by Sentinel 
In that case the driver will be removed and an original driver will be installed instead. 

Connect/disconnect all printers to Sentinel 
When there's need to connect all defined printers at once to the Sentinel (For example: Installation on new 
server), it's done by activating: ComTCP.exe install_all. 

 
Attention 
There's a batch file - ToSentinel.bat - which activates the command from the web. 
 
Disconnecting all printers at once from Sentinel (When there's problem and users cannot print via Sentinel while checking) is done by 
activating:  ComTCP.exe remove_all 

Prints are "stuck" in printer 
When prints are "stuck" in printer (and do not arrive to Sentinel), the following parameters should be checked and updated, if 
necessary: 
1. Printer Properties->Advanced->"Spool...." - Options should be selected are displayed as follows:  

 
  
22. Printer Properties->Ports->"Enable bidirectional..." - Option should not be selected: 
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Virtual printers 
In order to simplify the operation of printing for users/customers, Sentinel enables to define a virtual printer. 
When user prints to a virtual printer, the job enters 'Waiting Jobs" but it can be printed from any suitable printer (According to 
Printer Type) 
 
Virtual printer is added as follows: 
1. Add virtual printer to the server: 
    Devices and Printers->Add Printer 

             1.1 Add a local Printer 
             1.2 Use an existing Port. 

                    Select one of 5 virtual ports from  
               C:\Sentinel\Queue\Virtual\Virtual1-5.prn (Local Port) 

             1.3 Select suitable driver  

 
 

2. Add the virtual printer to "Devices": 
    Add printer as "Virtual Printer"  
    You can add more supported types to the printer. 
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Printer is added with special IP to “Virtual Printers" group 
  

 
 
Job printed to the virtual printer is added to Waiting Jobs, but it can be released at any printer suitable to the virtual printer's 
definitions.  
 
Attention 
All printers which will be used with the virtual printer should have the same "Supported Types" as the virtual printer. 
Otherwise, the prints will stay in "waiting Jobs" and will not be printed (The display will be "No Jobs for.....').  

 

Push Printing 
Sentinel has an option for jobs to be printed automatically. 
This is a legal printing option, and can be configured. 
 
The attribute ‘Enable Push Printing’ is defined in user profile. It can also overridden by definition for specific user. 
 
 
When there’s no wish to print automatically, all these options should be disabled. 
Even if all users’ profile does not allow push printing, the option can be configured for specific user: 
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In addition, the printer itself can be defined for push printing by selecting the option in 'Device Type' as follows: 
 

 
 

Drivers for Sentinel on Server 2012 – Limitation 
Please pay attention to the fact that if Sentinel is installed on server 2012, all drivers should not be Microsoft drivers but original drivers.  
 
This is because Microsoft added block on RAW DATA, which is needed for Sentinel operation. 
If Sentinel is installed on server 2003, 2008 - There's no such limitation. 
 

Recommended Drivers 
Sometimes jobs are not printed or printed in gibberish. 
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This is usually because the driver is not compatible.  
 
The following is the list of recommended q universal drivers: 
                 General driver -        Brother Pcl5e  
               For HP -                  HP Universal PCL6 61.160.1.17508 
                                               Customers who used higher HP driver version 61.180.1.20062   had problems:  
                                               Jobs were printed many times. 
                                               On check with HP team –  
                                              The version included bugs and was removed from HP web site. 
                                              The recommended version is 61.160.1.17508  
                 For Lexmark -            Lexmark_Universal_v2_UD1_XL 
                 For Toshiba -            TOSHIBA_e-STUDIO_Universal_Printer_Driver_PS3_v7.149.3660.14 

 

 

 

 

Define printer in Oracle Application 
Instructions how to define printer in Oracle Application are described as follows: 

 

$ADDFONTS/tk2_print $PROFILES$.PRINTER $PROFILES$.FILENAME $PROFILES$.CONC_COPIES -t"$PROFILES$.TITLE" 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/A60725_05/html/comnls/us/fnd/custom01.htm  
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Attention 
System should work with Sentinel LPD (Not MS LPD). 
 

Printer is Offline 
For some printers, when printer is Offline, the reason for it can be that SNMP protocol is disabled. 
The printer show Offline and will not print. As soon as SNMP is enabled, it will go back Online and functioning. 

 
 

If this is not the case, check it printer is connected by activating command line: 
     ping [Printer IP]  
If there's no reply check if the printer is connected to the net.  
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Problems in Copy/Copy Counting 
For RICHO printers: 
Problem: 
Controller does not open the printer for Copy. 
Solution: 
Maybe the controller is not with RELAY - Controller with RELAY will solve the problem. 
 
For Xerox printers: 
Problem: 
All Sentinel operations are working correctly except for counting copies, both on web and on controller. 
Solution: 
There's a way to configure the Xerox: 
A small manual is added to the printer, in which there are instructions to configure specific pin (1-10) according to printer model.  
Configuration will solve the problem. 
 
For HP printers: 
Problem: 
Printer is not locked to prevent copy. 
Solution: 
Activate FIH.exe to lock/unlock the printer. 
- Press 'Enable' or 'Disable' and confirm 
- Enter code '1234' and press 'Network' 
- Enter printer IP address 

Problems in scanning 
When scanning is not working correctly, it can occur because of the following reasons:  
- ScanDirect Incoming Folder definitions 
- Problems in mailing server 
   In that case, "Test Connection" should be performed. 
- Incorrect configuration of ScanDirect web page. 
 
At first it's always recommend to check to ScanDirect process. If the process is "stuck" (or appear more than once) - It Should be restarted. 
 
ScanDirect Incoming Folder definitions 
ScanDirect Incoming Folder stores all scanned files and user information file in sub-folders according printers used for scanning. 

 

ScanDirect Incoming Folder should be shared, and sharing must be with correct name. 
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In order to check and correct sharing name: 
In C:\Sentinel\Queue->FtpMail / ScanDirect ->Properties ->Sharing -> Advanced do the following: 
- Check 'Share name'. If not correct: 
- Add New share Name -> OK 
- Select the correct name 
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Attention 
The CurrentUser.ini file is written to the server by Sentinel, but all other (pdf) files are written to the folder according to printer's definition 
for scanning. 
When the (pdf) files are not stored in the correct folder - Printer relevant definitions should be updated/corrected. 
 
Sometimes the ScanDirect process is "stuck" and should be ended via Task Manager. In that case the process will be up again after a short 
while. 
The reason for it is that one printer is writing PDF file and the session is not ended, e.g., the file is not closed properly. 
The process waits for the printer to end writing and therefor is "stuck". 
 
Problems in mailing server 
Sometimes there are problems in customer's mailing server.  
Mailing server/Sending mail will be define as ours (at office), and scanning wil be performed for testing. 
If result is OK - Customer has inner problem with mailing server. 
 
Check scanning process 
Enter the scanning folder for the required printer, and ask someone else to try scanning from that printer,  while you check the folder all the 
time.  
.pdf file should be stored in the folder for a few sec. and then will be deleted automatically. 
If no such file is stored – The problem is in printer definitions for scanning.  
 
Incorrect configuration of ScanDirect web page 
Correct configuration: 

 
When the file is passed to Email the scanned file in incoming sub-folder is deleted. 

The information file is deleted according to the following configuration: Sometimes CurrentUser file is deleted before card is passed for next 
scan: 
In Settings -> ScanDirect -> Checkbox "Delete user control file...." should not be marked. 
 
Attention 
After each configuration change - ScanDirect process must be restarted (Or the Sentinel service should be restarted). 
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PDF files are not printed 
When PDF files are not printed there are several way to solve it: 
 
1. Define LPR port for the printer as follows: 
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2. In case customer does not wish to update printer definitions, another way is to change Adobe settings for  
relevant users: 

 

Specific user sent job but the job is not printed 
One specific user sends job for printing, but the job in not printed – The origin for that can be because of various reasons: 

1.    User is not in users list 
User is not included in Users or the ID/code used for identification is incorrect. 
In that case the message "Wrong user code was typed" will be displayed both on the controller/Panel and in History->System 
Events. 
 
The user should be added with the correct ID as follows: 
For manual entering: 

        -  If the organization uses entered keypad codes - The user's correct code will be defined for the user.  
- If the organization used passed ID cards and the card ID is known, the user will pass his/her card. The "incorrect" card will be 
displayed in History->System Events, and that value will be defined for the user. 

           For synchronization with AD/SQL: 
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           - The user details will be added to AD LPAD / SQL DB Table 
           - When the user sends job for printing, his/her details will be added to Sentinel 
2.       Job was sent for different user:   
          The user is in Users list, but message "No Jobs for ......" is displayed on the controller/Panel. 
          The error can occur because of duplicate card ID for more than one user. When the incorrect code will be 
           corrected, the user will get his/her jobs printed.  
 
            Another reason for user not to get his/her printed jobs, is that when the job was sent it was sent with 
            different owner: 

 
           In that case the station user accounts should be fixed. 
 
 3.       The user is in Users list, message "Printing Job for ......" is displayed on the controller/Panel but the job is not 
            printed. 
            This can be because of unsuitable driver. The driver will be checked and replaced if needed. 

Connect net printer to workstation 
In order to send job to Sentinel from workstation, the printer should be connected to the server.  
The process is as follows: 
1. Connect to the server ==> All net printers are displayed. 
    Select the requested printer, right-click and select "Connect...": 

 

2. Windows Updates search for the driver 
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 When driver was found - OK. 
 
When driver was not found - The driver should be downloaded from the internet and installed as follows:
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3. Printer is defined in workstation as net printer  

Delete Job on Error 
In order to cancel jobs when there's error in the printer, the option "Delete Job on Error" should be marked as follows: 

 
When there's error in printer and the option is marked, the application CancelJobs.exe is activated. 
Activation includes two files: 
- Suitable .exe for the specific printer in order to reset the it.   
- .ini file, in which the printer password is defined (In 'Key' parameter), as follows: 
            [General] 
            Key=BSI2012 
When: Key = The password in printer itself.  

Devices->Add printer - Printer is not displayed in printers list 
Before adding printer to Sentinel via Devices->Add Printer, the printer should be installed on the server as pre-installation requirement. 
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If the printer is not included/displayed in printers' list  

the printer Security configuration should be checked and updated to include permission for IIS USERS 

 

Use SNMP to count pages 
In order to accept accurate counters results it's recommended to use SNMP counting.  
This is not a default configuration, because SNMP slows performance, and is used only when accurate results are needed. 
 
Configuration is done by entering Printer IP for "Port Name" (If IP is not already displayed) and marking the CheckBox "SNMP Count": 
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In order to check if SNMP was used, check that file C:\Sentinel\PrintSNMP.log was created: 

 

For specific user - Not all jobs are displayed in Jobs list 
Sometimes user does not view all his/her jobs on the controller / panel. 
 
The reason for it can be that the specific Device the users tries to release the job from do not support the job type. 
For example: The user sends Job in Color and the device were the user views jobs list is B/W (Or vice versa). 
Because the B/W device does not support Color Jobs, these jobs will not be displayed in Jobs list. 
 
In order to "make the device" support Color Jobs also, update the Device "Supported Types": 

  

Incorrect printing behavior 
Sometimes the printed job is not as expected. 
The symptom can be "corrupted" pages such as: 
- Printed data is in Gibberish 
- Blue stripes /different background color on the printed pages 
Another incorrect behavior is when too many pages are printed" 
- Doable copies 
- All pages are out until the tray is empty 
 
All these above problems are caused by unsuitable driver. 

See Recommended Drivers in order to install suitable driver. 
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Printer has physical problem - Move all jobs to Sentinel other printers 
Sometimes there's a physical problem in printer connected to Sentinel. 
In order to move all jobs to the system other printers, the problematic printer port will be changed to virtual port, as if it war a virtual 
printer: 
C:\Sentinel\Queue\Virtual\virtual1-5.prn 

User is not allowed to print to specific printer 
When error message "User is not allowed to print to printer...... ": 

 
 it can occur because one of the following reasons: 
1. User and Device are not in same Island 
2. Print job type is not supported by Device 
3. Script is defined, which prevent printing on the specific Device by the specific User 
4. User group is not allowed to print on the Device 
    Attention:  
    For restricted group, please check that "empty group" is not added. If no group is defined, just mark the "hidden"  
    group press "Remove Group" 
 

Scanning to Folder 
In order to scan the file both to Email and to folder: 

 1. Configure the printer via entering te printer IP on browser -  

     Printer IP -> Settings -> Apps -> Apps Management -> Sentinel app. -> Select scan upload methode =  

     Scanning option  should not be "Email" but "Web Upload": 

      

 2. In Sentinel -> Users -> Edit User -> Scan -> Scan to Folder = Scanning folder  
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The file will be scanned both to user's email and to defined user's scanning folder.  

Login is not permitted 
When the message "Login is not permitted" is displayed on embedded application panel, it means that the Internal printer is defined in Devices 
with: 
Functions = Print 
 
 
As for now, sentinel does not support Internal printers when they are defined as above. 
In order to enable working, the printer should be defined as follows: 
Functions = MultiFunction 
Even if the printer itself is for printing only. 
 
 
When the user is identified, the printer will enter directly to "Print" option. 

Printer Port  
Printer port should be "Standard TCP/IP" as follows: 
In Printer Properties->Ports 
 

 

In case the port is not defined properly, the printing queue will behave incorrectly. 
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For example: 
Port was defined as WSD - All jobs sent to the server had one copy "stuck" in the printer: 

 
 

Printer for both B/W and Color 
When customer has one printer, which prints both in B/W and in Color, it is possible to define the printer twice, each instance with different 
printer type. 
The printer can be added to Devices once with B/W type and once with Color type. 
 
 
This can be done only if the printer post name is the same for both instances.  
In that case the system "recognizes" that the two definitions are of the same printer. 

Printer with embedded application is not connected 
The connection port between embedded application and the server is by default 8081. 

When the embedded doesn't connect to the server, it's recommended to check the port. 

This is done as follows: 
- Stop Sentinel service 
- Activate utility TCPClient with port 8081 
==> Operation should fail, because process 'httpserv' is down. 
        If operation is successful, it means that the port is "taken", and the connection port to the embedded should be changed.   
        In C:\Sentinel\httpserv\config.ini: 
        HTTPPort = [New port] 
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If the embedded printer is Brother, the value should be change via printer web as follows: 

 

 

Define printer on MAC computer 
In order to define printer on MAC computer, open Printers section and press '+' 
 
Define: 
Address = Server IP 
Protocol = LPD 
Queue/Name = Printer name 
 
And press "Add" 
 
Process is as follows: 
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Printer is "Push" but jobs are not pushed 
When printer is defined as "Push printing" and jobs are not pushed, e.g., printed directly, it might be incorrect SNMP community. 
 
First of all, the value of "SNMP Count" in printer's configuration must be checked: 
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.  
 
If SNMP Count is marked, the Port Name must have a correct IP. Otherwise, the SNMP will not work.  
 
In addition, the SNMP community must be identical in printer's configuration and in Sentinel web app.: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
How to find out the printer's SNMP community: 

• First, the configuration via Printer Properties should be checked: 
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• Even if the two values are identical, the configuration via printer IP on the web should be checked: 

 
 

The incorrect value should be updated. 
 

Jobs are not displayed in Waiting Jobs 
Sometimes all configurations are correct in Printer Properties->Advanced, and the printer is Ready and OK, but still the sent jobs are not 
displayed in Waiting Jobs. 

 
In order to check in the jobs actually reached the Sentinel queue on the server, please check folder C:\Sentinel\Queue 
If the folder includes F/H files with the jobs numbers - The problem is in the DB definitions. 
 
Please check that both Registry->HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE ->SOFTWARE ->Sentinel ->Settings ->DBConnectionString = [value] 
and file C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\Web.config has the same and correct DB connection string.  
 
 

• If Web.config is not updated - Just update the value in: 
<connectionStrings> 
    <add name="SentinelConnectionString" 
connectionString="Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Server=SQLSERVER2012\SQLEXPRESS;Database=Sentinel.4.2.4_New;Uid=rachel;Pwd=1234;" 
providerName="System.Data.OleDb" /> 
  </connectionStrings> 
If the Registry is not updated - Run Wizard with "Database Configuration", and afterwards check the Registry again. 
 

Jobs are not removed from printer queue 
When job is sent to printing to Sentinel from workstation, and there's a message "Ready: X jobs wait for printing" - Check: 
1. Printer->See what's printing, if the sent job is not removed from the printer's queue 
2. History->Waiting Jobs, if the job has entered correctly 
 
If the job is in Waiting Jobs, and on release is in History, but is still not removed from printer's queue - It means that the Printer Port is not 
defined correctly. 
The Printer properties->Ports->Port should be changed according to Devices->Printer->Port Name: 
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Re-activate Printer->See what's printing, in order to delete all waiting jobs, and check after sending job to Sentinel. 
No job/s should be in Printer's queue 
 

Print Processor is changed back to non-Sentinel 
Sometimes, when printers are not functioning correctly, checking the Print Processor shows that it was changed back to previous Print 
Processor (Not Sentinel). 
 
In HP drivers it can occur that on installing new printer, other printer/s Print Processor is changed. 
The solution for it is to run scheduled task, which re-configure all printers in Sentinel to be with Print Processor = Sentinel.   
 
 
 
The scheduled task install.bat  includes: 
 
 c:\Sentinel\ComTcp.exe install_all 
 

Jobs are "stuck"- error message "Spooled file is missing" is displayed 
 
"Spooled file is missing" means that files sent for printing didn't reach the stored location. 
The files should be displayed in WaitingJobs and be stored he Queue Path (As displayed in Registry) - The default is C:\Sentinel\Queue. 
 
It's recommended to check the printer queue (See what's printing) and see if the jobs are "stuck" there, and that all configurations (Correct Port, 
Print Processor..) are correct. 
 
After fixing configuration. it's recommend to remove all jobs from the Windows queue - C:\Windows\System32\spool\PRINTERS 
 
For example, if the jobs are sent to Virtual printers, the port is C:\Sentinel\Queue\Virtual\virtual1-5.prn 
The folder C:\Sentinel\Queue\Virtual and file/s virtual[i].prn must exist. 
If not – Folder.files must be created. 

Color Scan in B/W printers 
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Scanning can be done in Color, even if the printer type is not Color (B/W for example). 
 
The configuration is as follows: 
Users->Profiles->Edit Profile: 
Scan Quality->Color = is marked as follows: 
 

 
 

Reports 
In application tool – Pipeline mode should be ‘Integrated’ 
In order for Reports to work, the relevant application pool setting for Sentinel should include  
'Managed pipeline mode' = Integrated. 
 
Sometimes the reports are opened and work correctly, but export to EXCEL, PDF etc. is not working. The reason is, again, incorrect pipeline 
mode: 
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Activation is done by: 
1. Find which application is used for the site:  
- IIS Manager->Sites->Sentinel->Basic Settings-> Check which Application Pool is used 

  
 
2. Update pipeline mode in that application pool 
- IIS Manager->Application Pools-> select the above Application Pool ->Edit Application pool -> Managed pipeline mode = Integrated 
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Could not find installable ISAM- Reports cannot work 
When the following error is displayed: 

 
it means that there's a conflict between DB type and the directory, in which the reports designs are installed. 
All Reports designs are installed under: 
- C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\CustomReports\Access for Access DB reports 
- C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Sentinel\CustomReports\SQL for SQL DB reports as follows: 
 

 
 
When the DB type is different than the directory name in CustomReports table, the error occurs. 
This can be caused by incorrect passing DB from Access to SQL and vise verse.  
The solution is to correct the Reports Path in CustomReports Table via suitable query: 
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Login failed for user 'sentinel' - Reports cannot work 
When the following error is displayed: 

 
 
it means that something is wrong with the connection to DB with DB user 'sentinel'.  
The reports connect to the DB according to registry connection string and retrieve all information from it.  
The error occurs because the connection to sentinel DB failed.  
 
The following should be checked: 
- Permissions 
- Existence of DB user by the required name (Usually 'sentinel') in SQL: sentinel->Security->Users 
 

Upload Report 
In order to add new Report or new version of existing Report to Sentinel, do the following: 
In Accounting-> Reports -> Custom Reports: 

• If previous version of the Report already exists - 'Delete' it. 
• 'Add Report' 
• Select the Report as 'Dynamic Report' in order to get specific results for each selected range when activating. 

 
Reports which include only static information, like Users List / Printers List, which are not depended on dates, should be added as 
'Static Report'. 
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• Name the Report and select reports group 
• Upload the Report file from the relevant folder.  

 

 
 

• Register the Report 
 

                    System error message includes "System.Security.Cryptography.MD5.Create" 
 

This is related to Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS). If possible you can disable FIPS by going to Administrative Tools | Local 
Security Policy | Local Polices | Security Options | System cryptography: Use FIPS. Change the setting to Disabled. 
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After the operation - IIS must be restarted or reboot. 

Attention: 

if your PC is part of a Windows Domain, there may be a Group Policy that re-enables this setting every time you reboot your PC. 

 
 

 

Services and Processes 
Services  
Sentinel service and the required processes should run. 
In order to check Sentinel service, activate Start -> Enter “services. msc” and search for the service in the list: 

http://192.168.4.21:8083/showTopicDetails.do?id=9
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Sometimes there are problems which occur without any invisible reason. In these cases it is recommended to 
restart the Sentinel service. 
 
Attention 
It’s recommended to check Sentinel service when: 
* All of printers/controllers stop working without any reason 
* New License is not activated 
* Any other problem without reason. 
 
In many time it’s down and should be started again. 

Processes 
In order to check Sentinel processes activate Start Task Manager -> Processes: 
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Verify the processes are working correctly, e.g., don’t occupies big portion of CPU time, appear only once, etc. 
The following processes should be checked: 

- ComTCP – The engine 
- Submitter  
- ScanDirect 
- httpserv - For embedded app. 
- Mail2PrintSrv (When installed) 

System->cmd: 'iisreset' cleans all processes from memory.  

Srvapp 
The process 'srvapp' is created client is connected to server, in order to retrieve needed files from client to server: 

-  APClient 
- Binfo 
- ePS PpcClient 

Process Port 
When port 7001/7002, working with UDP protocol, is occupied by external process - Printing will not work. 
 
In that case only restart of the Sentinel service can help, but if the external process occupies the port again, 
printing will stop. 
 
In order to view which process are connected via which ports on UDP protocol - Activate cmd "netstat -ab -p UDP"

 
Explanation: 
netstat -  Display protocol statistics and current TCP/IP network connections 
-a               Display all connections and listening ports 
-b               Display the executable involved in creating each connection or  listening port 
-p               Protocol 

Process definitions 
In order to get were the process .exe file is located: 
In Task Manager -> Right click on the process -> press "File Location": 
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In order to check is process is active - Double click on the .exe file in the above location. 
If process is working - Process window will be opened and all operations will be displayed. 
In order to get process version - Click on the icon at the top left corner: 

 

 

Utilities 
APClient 
See document APClient.pdf 

Installation requirements: 

http://192.168.4.21:8083/showTopicDetails.do?id=9
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- lpr should be installed on the workstation 
- .NET 2.0 should be on the workstation 
- TPC\IP ports 515, 1690 should be opened 
 

APClient - Incorrect Behavior 
When the jobs are not send from APClient printer to the server, and the indication to it is that the jobs are "stuck" in 
C:\APClinet\Queue, it's recommended to check the following: 
 
In C:\APClient\SntPopUpClient.ini file: 
1. IP Address (All lines including) is the correct server IP 
2. Port has the same value as the Port in the configuration file on the server - C:\Senitnel\epsserver  
3. DataFolder=C:\APClient\Queue\ 
4. FileMask=*.spl 
 
Ports checking 
In command line, check via 'telnet' that he following Ports are opened 
1. Port 515 
2. The port defined in the above .ini file (usually 1690)  
 
In command line, check: 
'dir C:\APClient\Queue *.*' in order to find out if the files have the extension configured in FileMask 
 
In order to debug the process it's recommended to define higher log level by changing configuration in  
 C:\APClient\SntPopUpClient.ini and restart the service 
 
1. More detailed log level, in [General] section change value: 
 LogLevel=1 
2. Add parameter to [General] section 
 DebugPrint=1 
 Download software debugview and activate (After service restart) the application Dbgview.exe. 
 
 [General] 
 Port=1690 
 Debug=0 
 DebugPrint=1 
 LogLevel=1 
 LogLines=100 
 
In addition: 
if APClient was already installed before and the new installation doesn't work: 
* The word station should be restarted ! 
* If there's problem with Print Processor: 
   Check if the following file exists: 
   C:\Windows\System32\spool\prtprocs\x[32/64]\APClient.dll  
   If so - It should be deleted. 
  

Error in APClient uninstall 
If the following is accepted during uninstall of APClient: 
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 It means that the Print Spooler service should be restarted as follows: 
 
1. Run 'services.msc' 
2. Select service 'Print Spooler' and 'Stop' it 
 

 
 
3. 'Start' the service again 
 
 The local port, which was "hooked", will be deleted. 
 

Wizard 
Sometimes there’s general problem that cannot be detected otherwise. In that case the best recommendation is 
to run the Sentinel Wizard.  
The Wizard checks, and corrects if necessary, all environment definitions, permissions etc.   
 
Run the Wizard is activated by Start -> All programs ->Sentinel -> Sentinel Wizard as follows: 
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After ‘Next’ is pressed there are several options. ‘Troubleshooting’ option should be selected. 
 
When the operation is finished, it’s recommended to save the log to file for farther analyze by pressing the 
relevant button as follows: 
   

 

 
DevSim.exe - Utility to check messages to controller 
DevSim.exe is a utility which enables sending text messages to the controller from server/workstation, so that they 
are displayed on controller's screen. 
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After activating, do the following: 
1. Select File->Open Device  

 
 
2. Select Settings->Addresses (See attached file Send_Message_To_Controller_2) 

 
 
   Update all definitions and press "OK"  

 
    Server IP can include workstation IP, in case message is sent form it.  
 
3. Select Actions->Send message to controller  

 
 
   
In text box enter message string in the format: SNTSR10DSP[string] and press "OK"  
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When connection is OK, the string will be displayed on controller's panel: 

 

 

4. Select Actions->Send message to server  
 

 

Enter the suggested code value or enter any code you wish and press "OK"  
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When connection is OK, "Unlisted Device" message will be displayed on screen and in History->SystemEvents 

     

 

Connect/disconnect all printers to Sentinel 
When there's need to connect all defined printers at once to the Sentinel (For example: Installation on new 
server), it's done by activating: 
ComTCP.exe install_all. 
 
In order to make it easier: 
There's a batch file - ToSentinel.bat (See attached file) - which activates the command from the web. 
 
Disconnecting all printers at once from Sentinel (When there's problem and users cannot print via Sentinel while 
checking) is done by activating:  
ComTCP.exe remove_all 
 
Attention 
When there's problem with the DB (Access or SQL) - These commands will not work. 
That's because activation includes getting info. from DB. 

ImportCVUsers  
There's an option to import a list of users into Sentinel Users Table from .csv file in specific format as follows: 
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Username CardID Description Mail Keypadcode 
user11 11 Desc1 Mail1 k1 
user22 22 Desc2 Mail2 k2 
user3 33 Desc3 Mail3 k3 

 
The application can be activated both for Access and for SQL DB.  
The import is performed to the DB defined in registry: 
    HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE ->SOFTWARE ->Sentinel ->Settings ->DBConnectionString  
 
The application is activated in command line as follows: 
        ImportCVUsers.exe [L/l] <CSV full file name>  
    When: 
        CSV full file name:   Input file -             Mandatory 
        L/l:                             Create log file -      Optional 
 

 

Import all BillCodes values into SQL DB Table 
For SQL DB only -  
There's an application (ImportCVBillCode.exe), which imports all BillCodos values from input .csv file. 
Input file should include 2 columns: 
Column A - BillCode 
Column B- Description 
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Activation is done by: 
ImportCVBillCode.exe [Input .csv file - Full Path]

 

 
 
All new BillCodes will be added to BillCodes Table: 

 

Add all users via AD sync. 
In order to configure sync. between Sentinel and AD LDAP info., Activate Settings->Database->Enable Auto Sync 
and configure all required info., including "Test connection" verification.  
After configuring the connection between DB and AD, each user who will send prints for the 1st time will be added 
to the DB Users Table. 
There's a way to add all users from AD at once by activating: 
C:\Sentinel\ADGetFullListUsers 
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1. In order to add new users from AD and update existing users in Sentinel activate:    ADGetFullListUsers.exe 

 
    
    Activation will: 

-          Add all non-existing users from AD to Sentinel 
-          Update existing users in Sentinel according to AD  

2. In order to remove from Sentinel non-existing users in AD activate ADGetFullListUsers.exe –DU 

 

    Activation will remove from Sentinel non-existing users in AD. 

 

Lock/Unlock printer 
In order to lock printer / unlock printer there's an application FIH.exe. 
 
On running the application the user is required to select to lock (Disable) or unlock (Enable) the device. There's also 
an option to change the PIN (password) code. 
After entering PIN (password) code, the user will select if printer is on net or local, and then enter printer IP. 
 
The correct message will be displayed before exiting: 
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TCPClient 

The application is used to analyze a TCP connection problem – the program can take data (IP Address and TCP 
Port) from CONFIG.INI / SntPopUpClient.INI file located in the .exe folder of client installation. It also can define 
another address/port. The program is able to work with IP Address or DNS name. The program doesn’t require any 
installation or run-time library (the library exists in any Windows OS). 

The application uses config.ini, but all parameters can be entered during activation.  

Activation is very simple: 
 
Just activate and Success / Failure in connection will be displayed: 
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Import DB from Access to SQL 
When customer using local Access DB wishes to move to SQL DB, or when Access DB was corrupted, here's an 
application which does exactly that. 
  
Operation is as follows: 
1. Create empty SQL DB with SQL User - DBO Permissions and SQL authentication 
2. Activate the application SNTDBConfig from C:\Sentinel.  
    The user needs to enter local Access path and SQL DB parameters. 
     At the end, window with "...finished successfully..." is displayed. 
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3. Activate the Wizard in order to change DB configuration. 
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